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Introduction

Even after nine years of working at a large candy manu-

facturer, I still get excited while watching the production 

process. raw materials, such as sugar and cocoa butter, 

enter through large tubes, conveyers, and funnels, and 

are then turned into finished products by mixing, heating, 

molding, cooling, and finally packaging. There are lots of 

machines involved in the production process, and each 

machine must function close to perfection independently 

yet also work seamlessly with the other machines. The 

mixer for example, must complete mixing, and then with 

precise timing, send the proper contents to an oven as 

the next machine in the chain. To produce millions of tiny 

candies every day and have them look exactly identical 

to each other requires the engineers and line managers 

to fully understand each machine’s role, as well as the big 

picture of how all of the machines interact.

Knowing the big picture is not limited to the produc-

tion process. our operational applications that run the 

production machinery, as well as applications that auto-

mate other organizational processes, such as accounting, 

supply chain, and logistics, need to also function close to 

perfection independently yet also exchange information 

as needed. getting the right information to the right peo-

ple at the right time can become a reality, instead of just 

a saying, by having a single well-understood big picture 

of the organization. a single representation of customer 

for example, enables graceful growth of operational 

information and the building blocks for powerful Business 

Intelligence (BI) applications.

a well-understood big picture of the organization needs 

to be captured and communicated in the form of a model. 

a model is a set of symbols and text used to make a com-

plex landscape easier to grasp. The world around us is full 

of obstacles that can overwhelm our senses and make it 

very challenging to focus only on the relevant information 

needed to make intelligent decisions. a complex geo-

graphic landscape is made understandable via a model 

called a map. a complex information landscape is made 

understandable via a data model. a data model uses 

symbols and text to help developers and analysts better 

understand a set of data elements and the correspond-

ing business rules. In addition, every model has a defined 

scope. a map might be limited to new york city or rep-

resent the big picture in the form of a globe. likewise, a 

data model can represent a specific functional area, such 

as supply chain, or it can represent the big picture, in the 

form of an enterprise data model (EDM).

an EDM is a subject-oriented and integrated data model 

describing all of the data produced and consumed across 

an entire organization. subject-oriented means that the 

concepts on a data model fit together as the cEo sees 

the company, as opposed to how individual functional or 

department heads see their view of the company. There  

is one customer term and definition and one order term 

and definition. Integration goes hand in hand with subject- 

orientation and implies a single version of the truth along 

with a mapping back to the chaotic real world. for 

example, if customer last name lives in ten applications 

within an organization, the integrated EDM would show 

customer last name only once, and in addition, capture 

the mapping back to these ten applications.

There are resource and skill challenges with creating 

and maintaining an EDM, and therefore organizations 

are increasingly purchasing starter EDMs in the form of 

industry data models instead of reinventing the wheel. an 

industry data model is a prebuilt data model that captures 
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how an organization in a particular industry works or 

should work. Teradata corporation offers eight industry 

data models called industry Data Models (iDMs):

 • Teradata® Manufacturing Data Model 

 • Teradata® communications Data Model 

 • Teradata® financial services Data Model 

 • Teradata® Healthcare Data Model 

 • Teradata® Health and Human services Data Model 

 • Teradata® life sciences Data Model 

 • Teradata® Media and Entertainment Data Model 

 • Teradata® retail Data Model 

 • Teradata® Travel and Hospitality Data Model 

 • Teradata® Transportation Data Model 

 • Teradata® utilities Data Model 

In the Teradata white paper titled, Leveraging the Industry  

Data Model, I provided an overview to the Enterprise  

Data Model and the Teradata iDMs. In this white paper,  

I will go into detail about the Teradata Manufacturing  

Data Model. specifically, this paper provides an overview 

to the Teradata Manufacturing Data Model and a scenario 

illustrating how it can be leveraged. The goal of this paper 

is to increase your awareness of how the Manufacturing 

Data Model helps organizations obtain their big picture 

quicker and more accurately than building an EDM from 

scratch, thus permitting your organization to answer  

complex strategic and tactical business questions faster 

and more accurately.

Manufacturing Data Model overview

The Teradata Manufacturing Data Model captures how 

a general manufacturing organization works. It provides 

the big picture for a manufacturer, containing more than 

130 broad subject areas, such as Inventory, Invoice, and 

Item. I have studied industry models that were extremely 

generic, and therefore, only contained a handful of 

generic entities, such as Party. These extremely generic 

models appear elegant yet require extremely complex 

mappings to the real source system to produce any value. 

The Manufacturing Data Model does contain a handful of 

these generic concepts (e.g., Event), yet these generic 

concepts are used to link more granular and concrete 

parts of the business together (e.g., a sales call to a cus-

tomer and a Phone call from a Vendor are both Events) 

and even to link different iDMs together (e.g., Event 

appears in several of the iDMs). The current version of the 

MfgDM is extremely robust, containing more than 1,600 

entities, 6,000 attributes, and 2,000 relationships. Due 

to the details provided in the MfgDM, the source system 

mapping becomes more manageable.

The MfgDM is a living and breathing view of the manu-

facturing business. Teradata Professional services 

consultants work directly with clients in the field and 

provide feedback for model changes and enhancements 

to the Teradata Product Manager who then captures 

these new requirements for potential addition in the next 

model release. additionally, market/industry trends and 

new innovations, such as the use of rfID, are evaluated 

to ensure that the additions to a new release provide 

increased value. Each new release of the MfgDM there-

fore provides clients with new features. 

 • for example, after the first release in January 2003, 

release 2.00 in the same year expanded several func-

tions including supply chain and order fulfillment. 

 • release 3.00 in 2005 expanded several subject 

areas, including Transportation and organization, and 

introduced several new functions, including freight 

reconciliation and rfID Track and Trace. 

 • release 3.01 in 2006 expanded the financial sections of 

the model, such as accounts receivable and accounts 

Payable. 

 • release 4.1 in 2007 expanded several subject areas, 

such as Document and geography and several func-

tions, including forecast Demand and Warranty 

Management. 

Every Teradata MfgDM iteration is a result of MfgDM 

customers benefiting from the enhancement sugges-

tions from many MfgDM implementations. I remember 

talking with a data architect at a large semiconductor 

manufacturer who summarized this idea of the MfgDM as 

a living document by stating that the MfgDM minimizes 

risk by leveraging the experiences of many modelers and 

manufacturers.

The MfgDM exists in an Erwin® Data Modeler file. Erwin 

Data Modeler is one of the more popular data model-

ing tools that supports reports for viewing and printing 

the models and their meta data. In addition, the MfgDM 

documentation includes both hard copy and PDf files 

of four books. These include a reference guide common 

across all iDMs, a reference guide specific to the MfgDM, 

and two volumes of appendices, which include support 

materials for the modeler, such as a listing of the MfgDM 

attributes along with definitions and a change log. The 

appendix also contains a number of other sections includ-

ing a robust set of manufacturer business questions.
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The MfgDM has a number of very important characteristics:

operational

The MfgDM captures how a manufacturing company 

works instead of how a manufacturing company typically 

does reporting. In other words, the high majority of the 

structures in the MfgDM capture the data elements and 

business rules that govern the day-to-day operation of 

the business. for example, the MfgDM captures the rules 

that an order must be placed by a single customer. In 

addition, there are sections of the MfgDM that have been 

added to facilitate reporting. using this same customer 

and order example, there is a subject area for capturing 

unstructured data and identifying the underlying facts/

events embedded in text, such as customer comments 

about the manufacturer’s products, service technician 

remarks, or testing notes. storing unstructured data find-

ings in the MfgDM, enriched through its integration with 

other data in the MfgDM, allows analysts and their BI 

tools to more efficiently extract and report on customer 

feedback and trend analysis.

logical

a logical data model is a business solution for a specific  

set of business requirements. If a requirement is to capture 

product lot information, the logical data model would 

contain the data elements and business rules around the 

lot number and product information. It is completely 

independent of both application and technology, built 

using the process of normalization. normalization ensures 

all data elements are correctly assigned to entities based 

on their dependency on a primary key (“Every data 

element depends upon the key, the whole key, and nothing 

but the key.”).

Extensible

The MfgDM contains the common information that com-

panies share within an industry, and therefore, it is meant 

to be a jumpstart toward creating a complete solution for 

a company. Most companies use the MfgDM as a starter 

model, and add new structures, remove existing struc-

tures, and enrich the provided definitions to make them 

more meaningful to the organization.

abstract

The MfgDM contains a fair amount of abstraction. 

abstraction means combining like things together under 

generic terms, such as Event and Party, to facilitate inte-

gration and to gracefully handle future requirements. The 

MfgDM can easily accommodate a new type of Event for 

example, as well as connect with other iDMs that also use 

the Event concept. This allows for greater commonality 

within and across the iDMs. all industries have Events for 

example, whether they are campaign solicitations in the 

banking industry, emails to change a shipment date in the 

manufacturing industry, or service disruptions in the com-

munications industry.

global

The structures and terms on the MfgDM are designed for 

international use, and not just u.s.-based. for example, 

the term ‘postal code’ is chosen over ‘ZIP code’ and ‘ter-

ritory’ instead of ‘state.’ This facilitates communication 

on global projects and mappings back to global source 

systems such as ErP systems including saP® r/3.

standard

The data elements follow best practice naming standards, 

including the use of class words based on the Iso 11179 

meta data standard. a class word is the last part of a  

data element name that represents the high-level cat-

egory in which the data element belongs. Examples of 

class words are name, code, Identifier, Date, Quantity, and 

amount. for example, the class word for Individual last 

name is ‘name.’

Digestible

The MfgDM is sectioned into subject areas. subjects are 

neatly captured in separate views, and the use of color 

distinguishing each subject area makes it easier to digest 

the larger models. In addition, there are certain subject 

areas that are common across the iDMs, such as Party, 

financial Management, and Demographics. These sub-

ject areas have a common core in each iDM, and then are 

extended where appropriate within each of the models.

MfgDM scenario

sometimes combining completely unrelated concepts 

really pays off. for example, in 2007, sadie Enterprises 

(sE) patented and started mass producing eyeglasses 

made entirely of chocolate. chocolate glasses might 

sound completely ridiculous, yet sE is now a member of 

the fortune 1000 and recognized as one of the fastest 

growing companies in the country. sE manufactures these 

glasses, and then sells them through distributors and large 

retailers across the globe. sE also sells product to con-

sumers directly through their website.
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Due to the quick growth of sE, all IT efforts have been 

focused on the operational side of the business. systems 

have been built using a reactionary, and unfortunately, 

short-sighted and heavily siloed approaches. In addi-

tion, sE has made several acquisitions that have not 

been fully integrated with the core sE applications, such 

as accounting and billing. reporting needs that can be 

satisfied within a single operational system produce 

acceptable results, yet reporting needs that cross opera-

tional systems are next to impossible to satisfy. The data 

warehouse team manager cringes whenever a new cross-

functional reporting requirement is raised by the business. 

an obvious query such as, “Which eyeglass line is most 

profitable?” cannot be answered without a large, time-

consuming manual effort and is prone to data quality 

issues. sE believes an EDM will provide a solid foundation 

for an efficient and successful BI environment.

The approach

Jamie Jitterbug is a highly-skilled data analyst on sE’s  

data administration team, responsible for building sE’s 

EDM. she built four data models: whiteboard conceptual 

Data Model (cDM), enterprise cDM, enterprise logical 

Data Model (lDM), and an enterprise Physical Data  

Model (PDM). The whiteboard cDM was built without  

any reference to the MfgDM. The enterprise cDM was 

built leveraging Teradata’s cDM that accompanies the 

MfgDM and contains the key entities within the MfgDM 

along with their relationships. The enterprise lDM was 

built using the MfgDM in four different roles, which are 

discussed later in this paper. The enterprise PDM was  

built based completely on the enterprise lDM. figure 1 

summarizes each of these models, and the following 

sections will provide the details along with examples.

Whiteboard conceptual Data Model
Jamie organized a series of meetings with business ana-

lysts, functional analysts, and department managers with 

a goal of creating a single high-level view of the organiza-

tion. she met with groups of one to five individuals and 

built their view of the organization using whiteboards and 

flipcharts. for those individuals who preferred not to see 

data models, Jamie worked with them to jointly create a 

listing of key concepts and their definitions. The finished 

model had severe integration issues as you might expect. 

sets of entities were not related to each other, and there 

were many cases where the same concept had two or 

more definitions, and similar concepts had completely 

different names and rules. This is actually a very good 

thing because it documents the integration issues, and 

acknowledging the problem is a prerequisite to solving 

the problem. Jamie called this initial model the white-

board conceptual Data Model (cDM) because most of it 

was created in partnership with the business standing at 

whiteboards and flipcharts. It represented each business 

area in its own terms.

Types of Enterprise Data Models

Model Purpose All at Once or Incremental

Whiteboard CDM capture the current understanding of the business  

on one piece of paper.

all at once

Enterprise CDM capture a proposed integrated view of the business 

on one piece of paper.

all at once

Enterprise LDM capture a cross-functional, objective, and detailed 

view of the business.

Incremental

Enterprise PDM capture a detailed view of the business data 

taking into account the constraints of the database 

management system and user queries.

Incremental

figure 1.
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Important notes

1. The concept of Plan will be used to illustrate 

the four different types of models in this 

section. Plan is just one of the 1,600 entities 

on the Manufacturing Data Model (albeit an 

important entity), and it exists in the forecasts 

and Model scores subject area.

2. I will list the concepts instead of showing data 

models. showing a data model would require 

an explanation of data modeling symbols, and 

it is not essential to understand data modeling 

to understand the purpose of each of these 

four data models.

The Plan entity is a critical concept to any manufacturing 

company, as it is a key indicator to product demand and 

impacts every part of the production process from the 

purchase of raw materials to the transportation of finished 

goods. There were three different definitions of Plan iden-

tified in the Whiteboard cDM, as shown in figure 2.

It was built all at once using a top-down approach. a 

top-down approach is one where the model is built purely 

from the business perspective and not from an existing 

systems perspective.

Enterprise conceptual Data Model
The MfgDM comes with a conceptual Data Model that 

contains about 50 key concepts and their relationships 

for the manufacturing industry. It was built by including 

at least one major entity from each subject area and then 

generalizing the rules among these remaining entities.  

for example, more than 15 entities, including Invoice, 

Invoice adjustment, and Invoice Type, are represented 

by just the single Invoice entity on the Teradata cDM. 

The Teradata cDM allows an organization to achieve a 

high-level big picture of the organization without getting 

overwhelmed by jumping straight into a complex logical 

design. Jamie took a first pass at fitting the whiteboard 

cDM into this cDM.

after spending time speculating how the pieces might 

fit together, she organized a second series of meetings. 

These meetings took place in groups of 10 to 15 individu-

als, and Jamie purposely invited people with very different 

views on the same concepts. she showed them the cDM 

retrofitted with each of their views and encouraged open 

communication so that when the meeting was over, there 

was either agreement on the model or issues that had to 

be reconciled.

one of the entities on the Enterprise cDM is forecast 

Plan. The first sentence in the three paragraph defini-

tion of forecast Plan provided in the MfgDM is: “This 

entity defines a collection of predictions and estima-

tions by particular timeframe, of product demand/sales/

purchases/production/etc., at some designated level of 

aggregation.” This definition completely satisfied the night 

shift plant manager’s definition of Plan (see figure 2), and 

he was okay with using the term ‘forecast Plan’ instead 

of ‘Plan.’ To accommodate the other views about Plan, 

Jamie browsed the forecasts and Model scores subject 

area and found the entity Plan. The first sentence in the 

two paragraph definition of Plan is: “This entity identifies 

an intended course of action.” she copied this entity into 

the cDM and used the modeling technique of subtyping 

to fit each of the other definitions into this concept. for 

example, the Human resources department manager’s 

definition of Plan was called ‘Employee Development 

Plan’, a new entity on the Enterprise cDM with a detailed 

definition provided by this manager. The carrier liaison’s 

definition of plan was called ‘Transportation Plan’ with a 

detailed definition provided by the carrier liaison.

Jamie’s cDM based on the Manufacturing DM was 

regarded as a large success within both business and IT 

circles. Jamie credits the success to first trying to under-

stand the organization and then leveraging the Teradata 

a Plan is a really good guess as to how much we will 

sell within some timeframe, such as month or quarter. 

It helps us among other things determine the quantity 

of raw materials needed to produce our finished  

products. [from the night shift plant manager]

a Plan is a set of point-to-point mappings captur-

ing the route each carrier must travel to deliver the 

finished goods to our warehouses, distribution cen-

ters, or our customers. [from the carrier liaison in the 

transportation office]

a Plan is a career path for each employee in our orga-

nization. This includes, in addition to roles within our 

organization, training and other forms of professional 

development. [from the Human resources depart-

ment manager]

figure 2. Three different definitions of Plan.
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model. Even business folks with very strong viewpoints 

found it easier to adopt the MfgDM terminology rather 

than get into a win/lose debate with colleagues from dif-

ferent departments. now, on to the logical data model.

Enterprise Data Model 
as you might expect, the Enterprise Data Model required 

more effort than the prior two models. It had more detail 

and required the most discussions to resolve the inte-

gration issues. note that some of the integration issues 

remained unresolved yet well documented. Version 1 of 

sE’s Enterprise DM contained more than 700 entities and 

1,900 data elements. It was built using a hybrid approach. 

a hybrid approach means it was built from both a top-

down and bottom up perspective. Top-down is driven 

from the business requirements, which takes the form of 

the Enterprise cDM, and bottom up means start with the 

existing systems environment.

MfgDM roles

an industry data model can play up to four different roles 

within an organization: blueprint, template, encyclopedia, 

and invisible. These are described in this section in order 

of decreasing reliance on the MfgDM (e.g., blueprint 

requires the most reliance on the MfgDM and invisible the 

least). The degree of reliance is determined by available 

modeling resources and knowledge of a particular busi-

ness process.

Blueprint (The industry data model is the model)

The MfgDM contains the concept of a score within the 

forecasts and Models scores subject area. The first sen-

tence of score’s definition states: “This entity represents 

a relative value, or score produced by an analytical model 

after reviewing business information.” score is a concept 

that the organization has not even considered relevant, 

yet after understanding its potential value within cus-

tomer relationship Management (crM) and supply chain, 

they decided to add it to their EDM. This involved adding 

several new entities to their EDM exactly as they appeared 

in the MfgDM, including the actual score entity.

Template (The industry data model is an integration point)

The MfgDM concept of Plan becomes an important 

integration point for the company. Each of the Plan data 

elements from the source systems was mapped into 

MfgDM data elements. a sample mapping appears in 

figure 3.

note that this mapping is overly simplified, as usually 

there can be complex transformation rules, as well as 

other types of meta data that need to be reconciled, such 

as format, granularity, and nullability. also note that the 

model needed to be expanded to include the concept of 

EMPloyEE DEVEloPMEnT Plan, which was not on the 

original MfgDM. This illustrates the ease with which the 

model can be customized for a specific organization.

Many integration battles are quickly defused using  

the MfgDM, because instead of win/lose definition 

debates among business areas, it becomes a mapping 

exercise where both parties agree on a single external 

unbiased view.

Encyclopedia (The industry data model is referenced 

where needed)

There is a need within the organization to relate forecasts 

to demand, yet there is a lack of knowledge about how 

best to model the forecast/demand relationship. The 

MfgDM provides a comprehensive data model for con-

necting forecast with demand in the forecast Demand 

Data Element sample Mapping

Source MLDM

source system Table or file Data Element Entity Data Element

XyZ forEcasT Effective_Date Plan Plan actual start Dttm using the  

subtype of forEcasT Plan

aBc logIsTIc_Plan Begin_Dt Plan actual start Dttm using the  

subtype of TransPorTaTIon Plan

X300 EMPloyEE_DEV_Plan start_Dte Plan actual start Dttm using a new subtype, 

EMPloyEE DEVEloPMEnT Plan

figure 3.
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subject area. Jamie researched this area in the MfgDM 

and was able to understand the data and rules behind the 

model so that she could add these concepts to the exist-

ing EDM. In some cases, terms, rules, and definitions from 

the MfgDM needed to be changed to fit the existing EDM. 

David schoeff, Teradata Principal consultant, compares 

this approach with how someone would use an encyclo-

pedia. “There can be a substantial amount of modeling 

needed to build an organization’s EDM, and the iDMs can 

serve as a valuable reference to save some modeling time 

and reduce risk by ensuring all concepts are present on 

the model.”

Invisible (The industry data model is not consulted)

The MfgDM is not used at all. The Product area is 

extremely well modeled within sE and has been rigor-

ously maintained for the past five years. for this area, the 

MfgDM was not consulted at all. Parts of the MfgDM 

that were used and contained product information were 

connected to sE’s existing product structures, such as 

connecting MfgDM’s concept of forecasting constraints 

to sE’s existing concept of Product Brand.

Enterprise Physical Data Model 
The Enterprise Physical Data Model was built incremen-

tally on a project-by-project basis. an in-depth business 

questions analysis was performed, and sets of business 

questions were bundled into project deliverables.  

Jamie found it challenging to extract questions from  

the business folks. luckily, the MfgDM came with several 

hundred typical business questions, and she used this  

list as a brainstorming technique with the business to 

agree on a set of common questions. In fact, one business 

question from the MfgDM list became the scope for an 

entire data mart: “How did real demand compare to the 

estimated forecast?”

smooth sailing ahead
all of sE’s future operational and business intelligence 

applications relied on the EDM as a starting point for 

design. When each application data model was consid-

ered complete, a review took place to identify possible 

EDM changes as a result of this application model. so 

each application starts with the EDM, and then contrib-

utes new ideas back to the EDM. This keeps the EDM up to 

date and continuously valuable. Knowing the big picture 

saves design time and allows for each new application to 

fit together cleanly with existing applications. The MfgDM 

proves to be indispensable in creating this big picture.

conclusion

The Teradata MfgDM saves organizations substantial 

amounts of time and money by providing a detailed and 

well-proven data model as a foundation for an organiza-

tion’s enterprise data model. In addition, the MfgDM can 

be easily extended as the business grows, and provides 

the organization with a common understanding of busi-

ness terms.
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